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Preface
The Shikoku pilgrimage is one of the world's great religious institutions. Very
little has been written about it in any Western language, and as result the value it
has for the study of pilgrimage as a religious phenomena has not been realized. In
July of 1993, by walking, rides offered, and public transportation, I completed the
pilgrimage in about two and a half weeks. The following theoretical and historical
reflections on the Shikoku pilgrimage per se and religious pilgrimage in general
are based upon my own experiences performing the pilgrimage and thoughts about
it afterward. It is my hope that these reflections will contribute to the study of religious pilgrimage.

Introduction
It has often been claimed that pilgrimage is almost a universal of religious
2

behaYior. While the truth of this claim may depend upon a certain fluidity of definition of the category, travel both by individuals and groups to sacred'' sites is
widely found and has played an important role in the religious history of Japan.4
Within Japan the Shikoku pilgrimage is probably the most famous. (Rather than
attempting to give here a complete description of the Shikoku pilgrimage, I will
only give a brief description and refer the interested reader to the publications of
Ian Reader on the Shikoku pilgrimage and related pilgrimages in Japan.5)
Rather than being a single site, in which case the pilgrimage consists of the
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trip from home to the site and back again, the Shikoku pilgrimage comprises
eighty-eight temples which encircle the island. In addition, it is traditional to both
start and finish the pilgrimage at O Ku no In, the mausoleum of K6b6 Daishifounder of Shingon Buddhism in Japan. The circuit is approximately 900 miles
(1,440km) and can be covered in six to ten days by private car or taxi, in twelve
to fourteen days by chartered bus or in forty-five to sixty days walking.6 In the
July, 1993, I completed the circuit in sixteen days, combining walking, rides in
private cars with other pilgrims or local people, and public transportation (trains
and buses).
This paper is organized into three sections. The first is a theoretical discussion, focusing primarily on a critique of Victor Turner's theories concerning pilgrimage which are often used to "explain" pilgrimage. The second is a suggestion
toward a theory of pilgrimage in Japan. And the third is an examination of the
dynamics involved in the creation of the temples which comprise the route.
Let me specify that I am speaking here about actual physical pilgrimages,
neither about
1 .

the plentiful metaphoric use of pilgrimage to speak of the struggle and

growth of an individual during his/her lifetime, nor
2 . the related literary use of pilgrimage as a plot.7
These contemporary uses of the term "pilgrimage" are in a sense the result of a
process begun long ago. Donald R. Howard notes that "By the nineteenth century,
kinds of journeys which to the medieval mind would have had little to do with pilgrimage-the voyage of exploration, the chivalric quest, the sojourn, even the prodigal's return - had become conflated. The romantic quest, even when as with
Byron it is called a pilgrimage, was a new and different image: it had become
internalized."8
This conflation of a variety of forms of travel and development into the single
image of pilgrimage has tended to obscure the different kinds of travel which are
to be found. In his study of Basho David L. Barnhill has drawn out of Tuner's
own concept of antistructure two additional kinds of travelling: wandering and
wayfaring. Barnhill reflects on Turner's own identification of four kinds of antistructure: liminality, marginality, inferiority and outsiderhood. Liminality, the tern-
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porary condition exemplified by the initiatory process, has come in Turner's own
writings to be paradigmatic for all antistructure. Marginality, inferiority and outsiderhood are all permanent, nontransitional forms of antistructure. According to
Barnhill, Basho's wayfaring is an instance of outsiderhood and is distinct from
pilgrimage.9 While there are wayfarers on the Shikoku pilgrimage, and they will
be mentioned again in the conclusion, the main focus of this study is pilgrimage as
a temporary status.

Liminality, Communitas and Rites of Passage
While Turner has contributed much to the discussion of pilgrimage, it is the
structural and experiential aspects of his analysis and explanation of pilgrimage
which will be the main focus of attention here. Turner has developed the ideas of
Van Gennep concerning the tripartite structure of rites of passage. In Van Gennep's definition rites of passage are those which mark a change of social status,
e.g., initiatory rites marking the transition from childhood to adulthood. According
to Van Gennep's analysis, rites of passage always employ physical movement, the
passage, as a metaphor for social movement. Van Gennep had identified three
parts of this ritual structure: separation, marginality (also liminality) and reintegration. Turner built on this, developing a general social dialectic between social
structure and what he calls "antistructure," both of which are necessary for the
proper functioning of society. Antistructure is to be found not only in the temporary condition of liminality between social statuses, but also in such permanent
conditions as marginality, inferiority and outsiderhood. Antistructure in all of its
varieties is characterized by an experience of radical equality. Social structure
separates peple according to their place in the social order, while antistructure
brings them together in their common humanity.
Turner further analyzes communitas into three kinds: spontaneous, normative
and ideological. Taking pilgrimage to be a rite of passage, Turner notes that most
of the communitas of pilgrimage is normative, i.e., it is expected that the pilgrimage will produce this experience.
Turner's other major contribution to the study of pilgrimage is his idea of a
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"center out there." This is part of his establishing of an opposition between the
mystic and the pilgrim: where the mystic pursues a center within, the pilgrim
seeks a center outside him/herself.
There are many aspects of the Shikoku pilgrimage which do indeed fit with
Tuner's conceptions. Most strikingly, pilgrims on the circuit usually dress in
white. Today this is part of a symbolisin of death:

Pilgrims normally dress in white, especially wearing a white wrap-round
shirts, or hakui, which symbolises the pilgrim's burial shroud: white represents the colour of death in Japan, and the shirt is tied in the reverse way to
traditional Japanese clothing, in the manner normally reserved for corpses.
The pilgrim's broad bamboo hat, kasa, traditionally worn and highly practical
against snow, rain and sun (although less predominant now that pilgrims find
its wide brim impractical in car or bus) symbolises a coffin: on it are inscribed a Buddhist poem about impermanence, that is often inscribed on coffins in Japan. The staff, tsue, used by pilgrims and most useful when hiking
up and down hills and steep flights of step that lead up to many of the temples, symbolises the body of Kobo Daishi: traditional custom decrees that pilgrims wash the foot of the staff each night, as if washing the saint's feet. It
also represents the pilgrim's gravestone, on which the pilgrim writes his/her
name: in earlier centuries, when death along the arduous route was comparatively common, it was customary for fellow pilgrims to bury the deceased and
mark the grave with the staff. 10
Clearly this symbolism, while originally pointing to a real possibility, shares much
with the death rebirth symbolism of initiation rites.

11

Initiation rites seem to been

the original paradigm for Turner's conception of rites of passage. The symbolism
of death and rebirth, typical of initiation rites, fits with the broader analogy with
which Turner works, i.e., that pilgrimage is like other rites of passage. More
generally the three phases of rites of passage, i.e., separation, liminality and reintegration, also initially appear to apply to the Shikoku pilgrimage as well. One
leaves home, follows the pilgrimage route and returns home.
However, given that the pilgrimage is voluntary and often undertaken by indi-
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victuals, the separation and reintegration phases are not as clear cut as might be
expected. As one of my students commented to me, "When exactly does separation
begin?" In the case of my own pilgrimage, it was not clear whether it began when
the airport shuttle picked me up and I said good-bye to my daughter, when I arrived in Japan, or when I actually reached the first temple of the pilgrimage route.
Also. the liminal period of initiations is characterized as one in which the
elders test and educate the initiates. This is found in many other pilgrimages in
Japan, e.g., the mountain pilgrimages of Shugendo. However, in the case of the pilgrimage pursued by individuals there is no group of elders guiding the experience.
There is also a problem with the Turners' placement of communitas as central
to pilgrimage.

12

Communitas is itself necessarily a social experience,

13

and while

many, and today perhaps even most. Shikoku pilgrims travel in groups,

14

the

tradition of individual pilgrimage is of long standing and remains an important
part of the pilgrimage.

(Indeed, individual pilgrimage is expected of newly

ordained Shingon priests. While this tradition is clearly initiatory in character, individual pilgrimage is far from limited to those who have been newly ordained.) In
addition, while there are seasons when the circuit is more popular-the temperate
periods of spring and autumn-there is no annual event or festival which is the
focus of the pilgrimage. Such a situation differs from those pilgrimages which are
paradigmatic for Turner's study of pilgrimage and in which communitas appears
so centrally:

At the pilgrimage's end-at Guadalupe, Lourdes, and Knock, for example-the
pilgrim may find himself a member of a vast throng. But this is a throng of
similars, not of structurally interdependent persons. It is only through the
power ascribed by all to ritual, particularly to the Eucharistic ritual (which
in part commemorates the pilgrim saint) , that likeness of lot and intention is
converted into commonness of feeling, into "communitas.Y''
Unlike the pilgrimage paradigms employed by the Turners, the efficacy of the Shikoku pilgrimage does not seem to depend upon communitas.
While the individual pilgrim on the Shikoku circuit does not experience communitas as a member of a group traveling together. there is one kind of event in
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which may be interpreted as an experience communitas in such a case, and that is
the interactions one has with other individuals who are themselves on the circuit.
Yet these interactions are not radically different from other kinds of casual, polite
encounters one may have as a visitor to Japan.16
One of the issues with which I find myself consistently concerned is the unintentional, but covert importing of religious meanings from other religious traditions into our understanding of Buddhism. It is not at all uncommon-probably in
fact the most common-for terms from one religious culture to be raised to the
status of cover terms used to identify apparently similar phenomena from a wide
variety of religious cultures. While not limited to, this seems to be a regular part
of the phenomenology of religions and is something which Buddhist scholars need
to be attentive to as they employ Western language religious and philosophic terminology. The problematic is that on the basis of apparently similar activities, discussed under the same cover term, it is assumed that the same meanings are present as well. In this vein, Edmund Gilday has written:

Dyadic patterns, polarities between the "sacred" out there and us "humans"
here, are so patently presumptive, so evidently determined by our own culture's religious and philosophical assumptions. that to accept so handily their
validity as models for the Japanese worldview is tantamount to precluding the
possibility of discovery altogether.17

In this particular instance the term "pilgrimage" needs to be examined for
covert religious meanings contained within it. Yu discusses the medieval Christian
conceptualization of life as a journey back to God and the use of this understanding of human existence as an organizing theme for the understanding of pilgrimage. According to Yu, it is in the twelfth century that "the journey emerge [s] as
the distinctive symbol of spiritual quest, and through such a development comes
the rapid colescence of the physical and the spiritual, wherein the actual journey
to a specific locality-Jerusalem, Canterbury, Compostela, Rome-is also taken to
mirror the meaning and process of the larger Christian pilgrimage in life."18 Such
an understanding of pilgrimage seems to be implicit in the discussions of pilgrim-
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age which highlight the notion of the center.
In a very creative way Turner has set the mystic and the pilgrim into opposition one to the other-the mystic being on an internal journey in search of the
center, i.e., the Creator God of the Jewish/Christian/Islamic tradition, while the
pilgrim is acting out the mystic's internal journey by means of an external journey: "pilgrimage may be thought of as extroverted mysticism, just as mysticism is
introverted pilgrimage. The pilgrim physically traverses a mystical way; the mystic sets forth on an interior spiritual pilgrimage.l'"

Such a conception of pilgrimage as a general category, however, conveys the
idea that all pilgrimages are quests for a transcendent absolute, since such is
usually the understanding of mysticism. There are two problems with such a formulation. First, rather than remaining a descriptively based generalization, such a
conception can be-and has been-reversed, being turned into the basis for value
judgements (although sometimes thinly veiled as phenomenology) concerning the
different kinds of travelling, as for example in an essay by Erik Cohen, who
asserts that tourism is inferior to pilgrimage because while it "may recreate [it]
does not effect communion with transcendence; hence the third, crucial stage of
the rite de passage is missing: the reintegration into a new (and higher) status in
the mundane social structure."20 Rather than locating the difference between pilgrimage and tourism in either the location to which one may travel or in the individual traveler's attitude, it would seem that it is the society's construction of the
relative value of the two locations which makes the difference.
Second, the inverse equating of pilgrimage and mysticism tend to obscure the
plurality of reasons for which people may underake travel: the acquisition of
merit. the acquisition of power, the acquisition of health, are all distinct from the
quest for a transcendent absolute. As John C. Holt has pointed out in his study of
pilgrimage in Sri Lanka, "differing types of religious behavior observable at various sacred places of pilgrimage also indicate that pilgrimage may not necessarily
climax in 'exterior mysticism.' or in an anti-structural, convivial, egalitarian
'communitas.t'+' Holt goes on to outline three different kind of pilgrimage goals to

be found in Sinhalese Buddhism: the "bhikkhu ['s] quest for nibbana... access to
transformative 'this-worldly' sacral power. .. and ... a national quest to preserve
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and promote the religion of the Buddha and consequently to maintain prosperity
and moral order in society as a whole."22
A similar conclusion in reached by James Brewer Pruess in his extensive
study of the pilgrimage traditions of contemporary Thailand. Pruess found that the
goal of pilgrimage is consistently linked to making merit and is distinct from the
quest for awakening: "Pilgrimage in Theravada Buddhist Thailand is ... directed
toward the reduction of suffering and the improvement of well-being; Thai Buddhists do not consider it be an essential activity for the attainment of individual
salvation (Nibbiina) ."23
It might be tempting to someone wishing to maintain the idea that all pilgrimage is oriented toward finding some "center out there" to conclude that those individuals seeking those goals which may be judged to be merely mundane (as would
be the case if evaluated from a perspective informed by contemporary Christian
religious values) are "really" in search of some sacred center. This, however,
would only be a speculative and fundamentally condescending move, as well as a
fundamentally self-defeating petiiio principii fallacy. I believe that we should
perhaps be more humble and accept what people themselves say about their own
reasons for going on a pilgrimage.

Mountains, Powers and Pilgrims
In place of the analytic/interpretive categories of a "center out there" and
liminality (categories which have their origins in non-Japanese religious cultures),
I would like to suggest viewing the Shikoku pilgrimage aginst a background of
concepts which seem to be widely based in Japanese popular religious culture. We
will refer to these concepts here as the economics of potency.24 The economics of
potency appears throughout Japanese popular religion. It is the notion that there is
a positive, beneficial potency which is concentrated in particular locations, individuals and objects. This potency can be transferred to individuals either by
direct contact or though indirect transmission. The individual can also generate
this potency through the practice of austerities.25 Like mana, there are also taboos
26

associated with potency.

Such taboos generally have to do with very traditional
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conceptions of purity and pollution. One of the most common reasons for seeking
access to this potency is for physical healing.

27

The economics of potency distinguishes Japanese popular religious culture
from that of India, where the emphasis seems to be on purity negatively defined as
the absence of poll ution,28 and from popular Theravada Buddhist religious culture,
where the dynamics of the religious culture might be referred to as the economics
of merit.

29

Potency as understood in the religious culture of Japan is distinct from that of
China. Sangren has developed a description of Chinese conceptions of "magical
power" in terms of the balancing between order and disorder-these two being relative to one another (non-dual) rather than fixed attributes. In Sangren's view,
"the power attributed to supernatural entities (ling) is an implicit function of the
mediation of order and disorder."

30

This structure seems to also be found in the

Neo-Confucianism of Chu Hsi, where the two terms are ti and chi. Li corresponds
to Sangren's order, and chi to his disorder.
The Japanese view, in contrast, dose not seem to have paired terms, e.g., Ii
and chi, but rather only chi, or ki in Japanese. Such a view is found for example in
the Japanese Neo-Confucianist Ekken, who, in contrast to Chu Hsi's pairing of Ii
and chi, emphasized ki exclusively. In his study of Japanese festivals, matsuri,
Edmund Gilday has noted that "contrary to the implications of a theologically defined pattern, which presumes a divine prerogative in religiously defined behavior,

niatsuri, delineates a world in which the living human community can and indeed
must negotiate an orderly, civilized way of life in the midst of an otherwise unruly
31

world of nature, the realm of kaini."

It is then, this wildness of the natural realm,

the realm of the kami, with which humans interact. While there would appear to
be an ambivalence about this power (it is both disorder and sacred). it is important for humans to acquire this power for their own benefit.
Much the same conception seems to be operative for Japanese popular religious culture as well. The healing power of a kami-or Buddha or bodhisattvamay be transmitted to the needful by the smoke rising from incense offerings to
the kami. Or it may be taken into one's body by eating rice gruel cooked over a
fire in which the kami has become manifest. Or it can be conveyed into the home
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by carrying a burning ember from the temple/shrine to the hearthfire at new
year's.32
The same power may, however, be directly generated by human beings
through the practice of austerities. Cold water austerities are particularly popular
in Japan. It would seem that the logic of this is something like the generation of inner heat in shamanism. Through his/her practice of cold water austerities, the individual gains the ability to generate the ki-which in turn is itself manifest in the
indiviual practitioner's ability to continue practicing.
Mountains have long been a dwelling place of the kami, and it is into the
mountains that ascetic practitioners go to obtain power.33
As with many other aspects of Japanese popular religion, the pilgrimage is a
means of accessing the ki power which is the living presence of the route.

Dynamics of the Temple Origins
The work of Lionel Rothkrug on Reformation Germany has demostrated the
importance of supplementing traitional historical methods with an examination of
the geographic relations between historically important sites.34 In the case of the
Shikoku pilgrimage, such a perspective contributes to our understanding of the
variety of dynamics which led to the establishment of the various temples which
became the route. While presented here as different categories of temples, it is important to note that we are speaking of a variety of dynamics and that more than
one dynamic could be in play in the establishment of any one particular temple. In
other words, these are not mutually exclusive categories, and indeed one would expect to find many instances of mutual overlap of the categories.
The first ten temples exemplify one of the categories. These ten temples form
a line along the northen edge of the Yoshino River valley, beginning from about
ten kilometers inland from the sea and running about another thirty kilometers inland (i.e., from east to west). From number ten the route turns south, crosses the
now relatively narrow valley and leads to number eleven which is located on the
southern edge of the valley. First, these temples are located just up on the side of
the hills that line the river valley. Such a position is typical of the majority of
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temples along the route, and would seem to be the result of avoiding placing temples in such a way as to take up agricultural land. Similarly, one would suspect
that the choice of the north side of the valley was also dictated by agricultural
concerns. The lining up of these temples, however, also suggests that this was
probably an old trade and travel route. The Yoshino River goes far up into the
mountainous center of the northwest end of the island and would have been a fairly natural communications route. especially given the proximity of the mouth of
the Yoshino River to both Wakayama and, via the intermediary island of Awaji, to
Kobe. That these actually were old transportation routes is at this point a supposition. requiring historical confirmation. Such a supposition, however, is congruent
with the work of G. William Skinner35 and P. Steven Sangren36 on local systems in
China.
The next temple, Shozan-ji (number twelve), is an example of a second category of temples on the route. It is located very high up in the mountains (800m.,
37
),

2,400feet

far from any city or village (it is for example approximately thirty

kilometers from number eleven to number twelve, and another thirty kilometers
from number twelve to number thirteen38). As in the case of other, more famous
temples, e.g., Hiei-zan and Koya-san, such a location might well be chosen as a
training center because of its remoteness. Other temples in this group would be:
no. 20, Kakurin ji (550m., 1,650feet)
no. 21, Tairyu ji (610m., 1,800feet)
no. 60, Yokomine ji (700m., 2,l00feet)
no. 66, Unpen ji (911m., 2,700feet) .39
\ot only are all of these at a high altitude, but they are also deep in the mountains .
.Although not so notably so notably high, another temple which could well be
considered part of this group is no. 45, Iwaya ji. This temple is located in an old
gorge where there are very steep bluffs in which the action of the passing water
has carved grottoes and caves. The legend of the site is that it was "donated to
Kobo Daishi by a mysterious female recluse named Hokke-sennin."40 The site is
reputed to have been a location "where recluses and mountain wanderers once
took ascetic disciplines.T'" Not only then was this a site chosen for practice be-
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cause of its remote location, but it also seems to indicate a continuity with the
practice of Buddhist monks throughout Buddhist Asia of choosing natural caves
and grottoes alongside rivers as sites for practice.42
A third category of temples are those established as an expression of imperial
power. These would include the Kokubun ji which are to be found in the pilgrimage, one in each of provinces which comprise the "four countries" of Shikoku:
no. 15 in Tokushima ken (formerly Awa), no. 29 in Kochi ken (formerly Tosa),
no. 59 in Ehime ken (formerly Iyo), and no. 80 in Kagawa ken (formerly Sanuki).
These were established by an edict issued by Emperor Shomu in 741, and appear
to have been part of effort to create a clearly hierarchical social organization
throughout the nation paralleling the vision of the Kegon siitra.43 Also to be included in this category would be such temples as Kongo fuku ji (number 38).
This temple is located at the very tip of Cape Ashizuri, the most extreme southeast point of the island, facing the emptiness of the Pacific Ocean. This temple was
founded by K6b6 Daishi, but with the support of Emperor Saga.44 Presumably the
Emperor's interest in establishing a temple at such an extreme location would
have been as an expression of the extent of his power. Emperors Shornu and Saga
seem to have been most active in the establishment of temples on Shikoku, and
there are several others than those mentioned here which were established at their
direction or with their support.
Several of the temples are clearly in physical juxtaposition with a Shinto
shrine. One would assume that in general, the shrines pre-existed the establishment of the temple. The temple would thereby have appropriated the existing sacrality of the site. (This need not be seen in a solely cynical light, but rather it
may well have been felt to be an entirely "natural" thing to do. At the same time,
to the extent that Buddhism was associated with the court and aristocracy, the
establishment of a Buddhist center in juxtaposition to a Shinto shrine might well
have communicated an expression of social power of the center over the periphery,
as with the Imperial temples mentioned above.) Noteworthy among these are:
no. 13, Dainichi ji: at present this temple is on one side of the street, while an
Ichi no Miya shrine is on the other. According to the temple priest, however, the
two had formed a single institution until they were separated during the Meiji
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era.

45

no. 27, Konornine ji: adjacent to the entry to this temple is a torii through
which a track leads to a Shinto shrine further up the mountain
no. 57, Eifuku ji: located on the site of a Hachiman shrine

46

no. 64, Maegami ji: constructed in the form of a Shinto shrine, dedicated to
Zao-gongen

which

is

understood

'
to be a manifestation of Sakyamuni and

Amitabha.47 The name of the temple may be understood as meaning "in front of
the karni."
no. 79, Kosho in Tenno ji: although the formal name of this temple is Kosho
in it is popularly called Tenno ji because the remains of the exiled Emperor Sutoku

were

brought

here

following

his

assassination

at

Tsutsumi-ga

hill.

48

Architecturally this temple fully appears to be a Shinto shrine as would be only
appropriate for the temporary resting place of one of the Emperors.
A noteworthy reversal of the general pattern identified here is no. 83, which
was originally founded as a Buddhist temple by the monk Gien in 704 and named
at that time Daiho in. However, in 716 the Tamura Shrine was built in its courtyard and the name of the temple changed to its current Ichi no miya ji ("temple of
the first shrine"). While the order is reversed, this example does demonstrate the
integral character of Japanese religion. After repeated encounters of this connection between Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines (the institutional separation of
which of course derives only from the Meiji era), I was not particularly surprised
to discover that the entrance to no. 41, Ryuko ji, is marked by a torii, the standard gateway of Shinto shrines. I noted in my journal that day "that there is simply Japanese religion which is in some places colored more Shinto and in others
more Buddhist."

49

..\.n additional category can be identified on the basis of historical information,
rather than by reference to geographic location: those temples associated with
events in the life of Koba Daishi. To base a category upon the life of Koba Daishi
is somewhat problematic in that it has become a convention that the entire route
and every temple along it is associated with Koba Daishi. However, if we start
from the biography rather than from the pilgrimage, there are certain temples
which stand out in relation to the biography:
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no. 75, Zentsu ji: Koba Daishi's birthplace
no. 7 4, Koyama ji: successful completion of the Manno dam and irrigation
project
no. 73, Shusshaka ji: at seven years of age, he climbed a cliff and asked if his
desire to save all beings would be achieved? If not, then he would offer his life to
'
all the Buddhas. Jumping off the cliff, he was rescued by Sakyamuni
Buddha.

no. 72, Mandara ji: resided here after his return from China, name derives
from having dedicated the dual mandalas here
no. 21, Tairyii ji: site where he achieved an awakening from practicing the
recitation of the mantra of Kokuzo (Akasagarbha)
no. 24, Hotsu-Misaki ji: site where he at age 19 he determined to become a
Buddhist monk; he had been practicing the Gumonji practice and on the final day
the morning star entered into his mouth
no. 17, Ido ji: site where he dug a well in one night with the aid of his staff
in order to aid farmers who had no other source of water in the area50
There seem thus to be at least five major categories of temples on the pilgrimage route, the dynamics of their establishment being identifiable either from historical or from geographical factors:
a) those established along trade and travel routes,
b) those established as practice centers,
c) those established as expressions of Imperial power,
d) those established in juxtaposition to Shinto shrines, and
e) those established because they were sites important in the life of Koba
Daishi.
One of the results of looking at the temples associated with the legends of
Koba Daishi is that several layers of religious history are revealed. Many (at least
twenty-five) of the temples claim to have been founded by the very famous eighth
century monk Gyogi (nos. 1, 2 [legendary, doubtful by modern scholarship51]. 3.
18. 19, 23. 27, 28. 31. 35, 37, 39, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 59, 65. 71. 78. 80.
86, 87 and 88). There are also two temples (nos. 60 and 64) which claim to
have been established by En no Ozunu (or En no Gyoja), the semi-legendary figure who is considered to be the founder of Shugendo.52 Many of these temples
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(nos. 1, 18, 19, 23, 28, 35, 37, 39, 48, 50, 51, 54, 59, 60, 64, 65, 71, 78, 80,

87 and 88) claim to have been in some way re-sacralized by K6b6 Daishi. Thus
there is a layering of religious significance resulting from K6b6 Daishi's own actions in relation to the religious activities of his predecessors.53 This layering of
religious significance on the pilgrimage route did not end with K6b6 Daishi. Many
of the temples are connected with the lives of figures who are important later in
Japanese religious history:
no. 49. Iodo ji: Kuya shonin lived here for three years
no.

oO. Hanta ji:

Ippen shonin (founder of the Ji-shu) trained here

no. 54, Emmei ji: Gyonen authored the Hasshic ki5yi5 while residing here (or at
no. 53, Emmy6 ji )
no. 75, Zentsu ji: both Honen and Shinran practiced here
no. 81, Shiramine ji: expanded by Enchin (Chish6 Daishi)
This kind of layering is of course not peculiar to Japan, but it is an aspect of the
development of the religious significance of the Shikoku pilgrimage which needs to
be taken into account.

Conclusion
One of the questions about the Shikoku pilgrimage which Ian Reader has
raised is that of the "perennial pilgrims," i.e., those pilgrims who upon completing
the pilgrimage, immediately set out to perform it again.54 As mentioned in the Introduction, David Barnhill has pointed out that a person who is a permanent
traveller, a wayfarer, is distinct from one who is a temporary pilgrim. Barnhill
says that "Wayfaring may include journeys to specific places, even traditional pilgrimage sites. but is not defined by them."55 The perennial pilgrim is very close to
a wayfarer. yet the perennial pilgrim's travels are defined by the Shikoku route.
In addition co the tradition of wayfaring found in Japan, exemplified by Basho, I
believe that there are two factors which together explain, to some degree, the presence of perennial pilgrims. These two are the circularity of the Shikoku route and
the fact that it is not linked to any particular calendric event, e.g., a festival. To
the best of my knowledge, there is only one other circular pilgrimage-the pilgrim-
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age devoted to Krishna in Braj. The Varaha Purana "describes the area around
Mathura as a circle-a mandala-having the shape of a lotus and a circumference
of twenty yojanas (a yojana is a little more than eight miles). Varaha [the boar incarnation of Vishnu] announces that this circular area, which later came to be
known as Braj, is the place on earth most dear to Vishnu because it is associated
with the activities of Krishna, the full manifestation of the supreme form of ultimate reality according to Vaishnava theology in Braj."56 The Braj pilgrimage is
one of those which is undertaken at a particular time of year.57
In the case of Shikoku, however, once a pilgrim completes the Shikoku circuit,
they have returned to the beginning point and, since there is no need to wait
another year before undertaking it again, there is the opportunity to become a
perennial pilgrim. This explanation is only in a sense structural, and would need
amplification on the basis of indigenous concepts of mountain asceticism, together
with the conceptions of asceticism which entered Japan from Indic and Sinitic religious traditions, especially those concerning the life of a wandering renunciant
(sannyasin or sadhu.) and the ideal of the mountain recluse (hsien).
The understanding of pilgrimage in Japan necessitates a re-examination of the
standard concepts of pilgrimage, as those have developed out of religious traditions different from the Japanese. Despite some similarities, there are some specific
problems which arise concerning Victor Turner's ideas of pilgrimage when examined from the perspective of the individual, voluntary pilgrim on the Shikoku
circuit. First, there is the lack of a clear demarcation between the three stages of
separation, liminality and reintegration. The analogy to initiation, which is key to
the treatment of pilgrimage as a rite of passage, is weakened by the absence of any
testing or instruction by elders who guide the experience. There is an absence of
communitas, which Turner universalizes to all pilgrimage. And, there are a plurality of motivations other than seeking a transcendent absolute at some "center out
there" as the reverse of the mystical quest.
The Japanese religious culture can be better characterized in terms of the economics of potency. Ki is the extraordinary power which is found in mountains and
wilderness, and is concentrated in the sites which have been sanctified by association with the figure of Kobo Daishi. This potency can be acquired by contact and
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by austerities, both of which are part of the pilgrimage.
The historical development of the temples which comprise the Shikoku circuit
can be understood by reference to their geographic location as well as to more traditional historical sources. The origins of the temples reflect a variety of dynamics
when analyzed in these ways. Some of the temples appear to be located along old
trade and travel routes, while others temples were apparently established on remote sites considered to be beneficial to religious practice. A third category are
those established as expressions of Imperial power. Juxtaposition to Shinto shrines
provided a motivation for a fourth category of temples, and the biography of K6b6
Daishi explains the establishment of a fifth category of temples.
Two additional aspects of Japanese popular religion are revealed by this
study as well. First, the traditional close integrity of Buddhism and Shinto is reflected in many of the temples comprising the Shikoku circuit. Second, the religious significance of the circuit developed over time in the form of a layering of
associations with figures important in the history of Japanese religion.
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